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This 6-page chart covers every aspect of the structure of medical terminology and its use in the
field.
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I got this because I was taking a medical terminology class. It proved to be very valuable and is
constructed well and will last forever. I will use it for reference for the rest of my life. Definately worth
it!

As an instructor for a Nursing Assistant class I am always looking for new and easier ways to give
out needed information to my students. This Medical Terminology card is an easy to use example.
As it is laminated, you know that is will be in good condition for some time. Easy to read, and to
keep handy.I would be glad to suggest it to others.

A useful and comprehensive resource. The information is invaluable whether you are a secretary or
nurse. The design is perfect that it is laminated and fits nicely in a 3-ring binder. Thanks for such a
great product!

If your in the medical field or just starting out as a CNA, RN, LPN, MA or PCT this quick reference
guide is great, especially for those nursing terminology quizzes, not only it has word, but it helps you
remember quicker by breaking down the word. I also put this inside my 3-ring binder notebook for
quick access.

This was helpful in the medical terminology class I bought it for BUT: Medical Terminology The
Body was actually more helpful. The other quick study was just better organized for A&P & even the
Med Term class. But don't think this isn't a good index, it is. Its just that the first couple pages cover
material that I don't really need. Ie: the sections on numerical values or colors or pathogens (not as
helpful as it sounds). The small sections on surgical procedures & diagnostic procedures were
helpful but basically the entire first 1&1/3 pages were minimally helpful & sometimes even at odds
with the word roots we learned/used. The last 2 & 1/3 page glossary was great. There's also a
section on Snyonyms that made my flash cards much easier to remember after I studied that
section for a little while.Basically, you may want to buy both this quickstudy & Medical Terminology:
The Body as long as you understand there will be significant duplication. Keep both or whichever
one suits your needs best. Both ran under $10 total here on . If you can only buy one(mind you, I'm
still recommending buying both), I'd probably recommend the other one for those of you taking
Medical Term., Human A&P 1, Human A&P2. Good luck with your classes!

Used this in college, and now that I work in a hospital. Its just great. I have several different charts,
and I would buy them again--I probably will when they update them. It just snaps into a 3 ring
binder, and I dont worry about something getting spilled on it. This saved me ALOT of time when
taking notes for a chapter. I just wish it didnt give you an example of the word on the right hand side
of the term..but I guess its good so that you know how to pronounce it.

Love these..I am buying all in the series, faster reference than online searching, more effective in
rapid memorization due to graphics.

This product is worth the money for sure! I thugh it was just going to be a single front/back sheet,
but it actually unfolds and has TONS of info. I can tell it will be very durable as well. Get this!
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